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Z

ika virus is currently a highlight topic in the field of global
health. Zika virus outbreaks in some countries including in
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have been making people worried and causing
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health official in any country to prevent Zika from becoming entrenched
DOI : 10.20885/JKKI.Vol7.Iss4.art1 and spreading in population in the world. In 2016, it was reported a
few countries in the Americas declared endemic Zika virus such as El
Salvador, Venezuela, Colombia, Brazil, Honduras, Mexico and Panama.
While countries in Asia, including Indonesia expressed as sporadic
areas Zika virus.1
Zika virus is a virus that is transmitted through the bite of Aedes
mosquito genus, the same as the genus of mosquitoes causing dengue
fever and chikungunya. The virus can also be transmitted through
sexual intercourse with an infected person Zika virus. About 20% of
people infected with Zika virus has clinical symptoms such as fever,
skin rashes, muscle and joint pains, headache and conjunctivitis. Zika
virus incubation period of about 2-7 days.2
Zika virus is a virus Flaviridae family that was first discovered the
mosquito Aedes africanus in 1947 and allegedly did not attack humans.
But later, it was found clinical symptoms in humans in 1953 which
were caused by Zika virus in Nigeria. Antibodies in Uganda at that time
showed approximately 6% of the population have antibodies to Zika
virus. Examination of antibodies against the virus in humans were
found positive in many countries today, such as in Egypt, South Africa,
India, Malaysia and Indonesia. In Indonesia and another countries in
Southeast Asia, the sporadic of Zika virus has been occurring for the
last 6 years.3
Zika virus can not be taken lightly because it can cause death. Initial symptoms of Zika virus
are similar to those of dengue fever and chikungunya, but fever and muscle or joint pain tend
to be milder. In the Zika virus infection, the specific sign is a maculopapular rash with pruritus.
Advanced symptoms of Zika virus infection may include swelling of the joints, mucosal bleeding and
nervous system disorders.4 There is a relationship between Zika virus infection with the incidence
of Guillain-Barré syndrome. Patients with the syndrome will experience motor paralysis caused
by spinal nerve cell death that is progressive from the dorsal to the cranial. Eventually people with
the syndrome may experience paralysis of the respiratory muscles that cause respiratory failure
and death. Other causes of death for Zika virus infection is complicated by meningoencephalitis
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and acute myelitis.5
Diagnosis of Zika is based on symptoms, clinical signs and test results. Investigations need to
do is to find the virus nucleic acid using real time PCR or detection of IgM anti Zika virus using
ELISA. Diagnosis can be done in the first week of symptom onset.6
Nowadays, there is no vaccine or antiviral exists to prevent and therapy Zika. It is treated
symptomatically and supportively. To prevent of transmission is only by avoiding mosquito bites,
inhibiting the proliferation of mosquitoes, avoiding sexual contact from a person who has Zika.
To reduce mosquito populations, there are several steps which can be implemented by not only
professional such as government but also by community. This steps include conduct mosquito
surveillance, remove places where mosquitoes lay eggs; at least once a week, items that hold water
should be emptied, cleaned or thrown away if they are not used anymore, control young mosquitoes
by removing standing water or using a larvicide, control adult mosquitoes by using adulticides and
the last step is monitor all of steps to make sure that all of activities are working good.1
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